ABSTRACT Emission trading policy provides a new approach using economic incentives to control the environmental pollution efficiently. Legal polluters can trade emission permits with each other through a trusted trading system that lacks security and credibility due to its centralization nowadays. Permissioned blockchain utilize a decentralized way to store private data immutably, providing new approaches to solve those defects of the existing centralized systems. In this paper, we propose a Hyperledger-based Emission Trading System (HyperETS) on the permissioned blockchain. Using Hyperledger Fabric as the implementation platform, HyperETS integrates the fine-grained access control, distributed ledger, and consensus protocol, aiming to provide credible trading service for polluters. We achieve the business logic by designing the particular ledger structures and smart contract in blockchain. HyperETS stores all transactions immutably in a chain and makes it easy to share the data between organizations. Finally, several experiments are conducted to evaluate the performances of the proposed demonstration system. INDEX TERMS Emission trading, permissioned blockchain, smart contract, hyperledger fabric.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emission trading is a large-scale attempt to use economic incentives in environmental policy [1] . It has proposed a new market-based approach to control pollution. The government sets an overall limit on emissions for participants so that those legal polluters can trade emission permits with each other. Authorized markets handle transactions and save the records in databases. Various organizations have adopted such a trading system because of its high efficient in mitigating climate change by reducing emissions of pollutants [2] .
A typical emission trading system needs many independent organizations to collaborate with each other. In addition, trusted and secured service should be provided for them. However, current trading systems usually use a centralized architecture with traditional database to record transactions and share data between organizations, which leads to several problems in emission trading. First of all, centralized trading system is governed by a single trusted center, which makes the system lack of high reliability. Secondly, data sharing between different organizations with independent databases is inconvenient. Thirdly, traditional databases are vulnerable to data tampering and data leakage [3] . Due to these disadvantages, a new system with high confidence and security is demanded by emission trading markets.
To solve those issues mentioned above, the blockchain technology originated from Bitcoin [4] is considered as a new approach to provide trusted service [5] . As a transparent and verifiable system, the blockchain uses a distributed and immutable approach to record all valid transactions in blocks. It provides decentralized service for participants and applies Smart Contract (SC) to achieve the business logic [6] . Thus, the systems based on blockchain have been widely accepted by several applications such as Internet of Things (IoT) [7] , [8] and energy trading [9] . For vehicular systems [10] , [11] , the blockchain provides a decentralized way for trust management [12] . A blockchain-based platform for insurance processing has been proposed to offer fine-grained access control among trusted participants [13] . Moreover, many researches focus on integrating blockchain for private data accessing and data sharing [14] , [15] . Nowadays, blockchain has been implemented in several ways such as permissionless blockchain (e.g., Ethereum [16] ) and permissioned blockchain (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric [17] ). Compared with the permissionless blockchain, the permissioned blockchain maintains private ledgers among the trusted participating nodes to provide more intimate service and has higher system throughput [18] , [19] . Hyperledger Fabric is an open source permissioned blockchain program aiming to provide a basic framework for enterprise-grade applications [20] . It owns a highly modular and configurable architecture, supporting pluggable consensus protocols and Membership Service Provider (MSP). Hyperledger Fabric secures the interactions among a group of authorized entities, in order to preserve the privacy and confidentiality. Recent experiments conducted by IBM have shown that the throughput of Hyperledger Fabric can reach 2000 Transaction Per Second (TPS) at most [21] . By using those ready-made docker images and integrated SDKs provided by Hyperledger Fabric, developers can easily build up their own blockchain network.
In this paper, we propose a permissioned blockchain based emission trading system named HyperETS to solve the central trust and data security problems existing in current systems. With the customized ledger structures and access controlled smart contract, HyperETS provides polluters with a more credible and secure service for emission trading. Authorized polluters can submit trading applications and trade emission permits at different organizations through a web application. All transactions created by polluters are stored as blocks in the blockchain, which persist in an immutable and append-only way. In addition, specific consensus protocol is developed to make sure that all trusted organizations maintain the same ledger in a distributed way, which enhances the convenience of data sharing between several organizations. HyperETS is developed based on Hyperledger Fabric v1.1 and its performances are evaluated by examining the system throughput under different kinds of operations and system configurations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the application scenario and the overall architecture of HyperETS. Then, we present the design and implementation of the system in detail in Section III. Next, performance evaluation in term of system throughput is given in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW A. APPLICATION SCENARIO
The application scenario of the proposed emission trading system is illustrated in Fig.1 . Four entities are included as follows, i.e., 1) Trader. Users who want to trade emission permits. Before acquiring the privilege to trade emission permits, traders have to submit corporation and project applications. The details of the process will be described later. 2) Approver. Users who have the privilege to accept or reject a corporation/project application according to the relevant policies. For example, such role can be taken by the staff of the environmental agency. Only approved projects have the rights to trade emission permits. 3) Environmental Agency. This organization provides service for both traders and approvers. Registered traders can submit corporation/project applications and obtain the status of all applications here, while approvers can accept or reject processing applications and retrieve the signing records through this organization. 4) Trading Center. Only registered traders can access the service provided by this organization. They can check the status of projects that accepted by approvers. Buyers can view all selling emission permits and initiate a transaction, while sellers can check the transactions of their projects and decide to accept or reject these transactions. To complete a emission trading process, these entities should follow the steps shown in Fig.1 .
• Step 1: The registered trader has to submit a corporation application which contains a list of necessary materials (e.g., corporate certificate) at environmental agency.
•
Step 2: The approver of environmental agency checks the validity of these materials.
Step 3: Once the application is accepted by the approver, the trader can submit a project application based on this permitted corporation identity. Project application includes details of emission trading (e.g., type of project: buy/sell, amount of trading emission permits).
• Step 4: The approver checks the validity of project application.
Step 5: If the project is accepted by approver, it can be seen in trading center.
• Step 6: The traders start trading emission permits with each other based on those validated projects. 
1) BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
HyperETS integrates the following features,i.e., distributed and chained storage for transaction records, fine-grained access control based on identity authentication and pluggable consensus protocols for ordering service. As a typical implementation for Hyperledger Fabric, the network contains many essential components as follows.
• Order. Hyperledger Fabric network is administered by a collection of organizations, which contribute resources such as peers to the network. The order can be regarded as a special organization without peers. Moreover, the order can have its own Certificate Authority (CA) to issue certificates instead of using a public one. The order is aimed at providing ordering service for the network. When receiving ledger updates proposals (e.g., approver accepts corporation applications) on a particular channel, the order arranges these requests into a well-defined sequence and packages them into blocks. Once a valid block has been generated, it is delivered to all leader peers belonging to this particular channel through the gossip protocol.
• Environmental Agency. This entity, which is mentioned in the application scenario above, is imbedded into an individual organization defined in the Hyperledger Fabric framework. A typical organization can host a local Fabric CA and a set of peers. Fabric CA issues certificates for users, peers and orderers to enable MSP, in order to achieve the access control policy. For example, only administrator identity which has been enrolled by Fabric CA can install SC on peers.
Peer is the fundamental element of Hyperledger Fabric network and it can hold multiple ledgers and SC. Ledgers immutably record all the transactions generated by SC such as applications submitted by traders. In addition, a peer can play multiple roles in the network. Committing peers receive blocks of valid transactions and commit them to ledgers while endorsing peers can endorse for SC proposals before updates are committed to ledgers.
• Trading Center. As an organization, the trading center has the same architecture as environmental agency. It also owns a local CA and a set of peers to guarantee resource persistence and provide access control policy. These two organizations communicate with each other through a specific channel.
• Channel. Channel provides a private bridge for a set of peers and applications to communicate with each other within a network where data and transactions are isolated. A special channel is established in our network to connect environmental agency and trading center. Peers from those two organizations join this channel to maintain a consistent ledger, which makes the data sharing more convenient.
• Smart Contract (SC). Smart Contract is a program that implements a prescribed interface, it can manage the ledger states through transactions. In HyperETS, a collection of functions are provided to achieve the business logic of emission trading. We design these functions according to the organization that invokes them. After instantiating SC on target channel, all the peers that have installed the SC can invoke those functions to interact with the ledger.
2) CLIENT APPLICATION & HTTP SERVER
Application provides the emission trading service for both traders and approvers. It can interacts with the background blockchain network via the RESTful APIs provided by the HTTP server. HTTP server in HyperETS plays a role of middleware. Besides receiving and processing HTTP requests from applications, HTTP the server has to interact with the blockchain network directly to achieve the business logic by invoking specific SC. By this way, the HTTP server can decouple applications and the blockchain network.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF HYPERETS A. BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
Based on Hyperledger Fabric, HyperETS implements a robust and scalable permissioned blockchain network. With the fine-grained ledger structure and well-defined SC, it can achieve the business logic of emission trading efficiently. In the rest of this section we present the design and implementation of the blockchain network in details. In addition, we open source the code of this part on github. 1 
1) LEDGER DESIGN
Ledger in peer includes a world state and a blockchain. The world state is a database that holds the current values of a set of ledger states, while the blockchain is a transaction log which recalls all the changes that determine the world state immutably. All those states are expressed as key-value pairs, which have a great interactivity with JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Fig.3 plots the relationship between word state entities. It shows that the user associates with several corporation applications and projects through specific relation tables, which enable SC to execute flexible queries. What's more, a project can hold multiple transactions with different status. To maintain this relationship, project has to record the ids of related transactions in its value field. The structures of quite a few essential states in HyperETS are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 (a) depicts the structure of corporation application that submitted by traders. We use a special function named Composite to create a composite key for each application. The generated key consists of a unique prefix string and a list of attributes. By this way, we can retrieve all states whose key matches giving prefix and attributes conveniently. In the value field, an Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) is generated to identify a unique application. The 'status' field indicates the signing result from approver and the 'project_id' field associates this application with the project based on it. Once an application is created by trader or updated by approver, it can append a new block to the blockchain. Table 1 (b) depicts the structure of a typical project in HyperETS. A project can be submitted by traders based on an accepted corporation application. The value field uses 'type' to indicate its identity in trading and record transactions related to this project by saving their ids. Moreover, five statuses are used to represent the stage of a project. 'Processing' means this project has not been signed by approver, 'accepted' indicates that the project is validated and ready to trade, while 'rejected' means it has been denied. If there is a processing transaction waited to be confirmed by seller, the status is 'trading', which can lock this project until the related transaction is confirmed. Finally, if the 'remain_emission_permits' field decreases to 0, the status will change to 'done' to close this project. Table 1(c) shows the structure of transaction. A transaction is created when buyer buys emission permits from a project with 'accepted' status. Only the seller can update the 'status' field, by which the transaction can be confirmed and the related projects can be updated.
Besides those ledger structures mentioned above, we also design a particular key-value pair to store information for registered traders. Moreover, two relation tables are built to associate traders with the corporation/project applications that submitted by them.
2) SMART CONTRACT DESIGN
In HyperETS, we implement the SC in Node.js and install them on all peers in the channel, aiming to provide specific service for environmental agency and trading center.
Because those functions are invoked by diverse organization, the SC can be divided into two parts as follows:
a: APPLICATION CONTRACT (AC)
The environmental agency manages the process of corporation and project application through AC that installed on its inner peers. Functions in AC provide three mainly types of operations on those applications: create, update and query. Firstly, passing essential parameters to the specific function, traders can create applications and append data blocks to the blockchain. Secondly, AC enables approvers to update the 'status' field in applications to represent the signing result. Thirdly, AC implements several functions to provide flexible query service on ledger, e.g., traders can query applications based on the 'applicant_user' field while approvers can retrieve data with specified status or unique id. In addition, query operations can be executed on peers directly without sending proposals to the orderer nodes. Thus, they cost less time than create and update operations which have to fulfill the endorsement policy.
b: TRADING CONTRACT (TC)
TC achieves the business logic of emission trading in HyperETS. Multiple functions collaborate to provide the trading service for registered traders. As mentioned before, when buyers choose a selling project to start a transaction, a new key-value pair is generated and appended to the blockchain. Sellers can retrieve all processing transactions related to their projects and confirm them through TC. Algorithm 1 and 2 depict the workflow of purchase and confirm in detail. Algorithm 1 shows the restrictions of trading projects. The status field must be 'accepted' and the 'remain_emission_permits' needs to be more than trading amount. Algorithm 2 indicates that when a transaction is settled, multiple fields in related projects should be updated according to the trading amount and seller's option. 5: ts.status ⇐ accepted 6: bP.remain ⇐ bP.remain − ts.amount 7: sP.remain ⇐ sP.remain − ts.amount 8: if bP.remain = 0 then 9: bP.status ⇐ done 10: end if 11: if sP.remain = 0 then 12: sP.status ⇐ done 13: end if 14: else 15: ts.status ⇐ rejected 16: end if 17: bP.processing, sP.processing ⇐ null; 18: bP.complete, sP.complete add tsId
Algorithm 1 Purchase

3) SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
As mentioned in Section II, the blockchain network in HyperETS consists of several essential parts such as order, channel and peer, etc. This system is scalable due to the adjustable peer designing and deploying strategies. In Hyper-ETS, we set up a typical network with an orderer node, one channel and two organizations that represent the environmental agency and trading center respectively. The ordering service adopts solo consensus protocol. Each organization includes a local Fabric CA and a single peer. This single peer installs well-designed SC and holds a distinct ledger which uses LevelDB as the state database. As the only peer of the organization, it integrates both commitment and endorsement functions. Thus, when an update proposal is sent to this peer, it can endorse this transaction and then commit it to the ledger. The channel in network is established to connect two organizations and provide a mechanism for private communications and data sharing. In addition, all those system nodes (e.g., peer, order, CA) are implemented in the form of running docker containers.
B. CLIENT APPLICATION & HTTP SERVER
As shown in Fig.4 , a web application is provided for users to access the HyperETS service. The HTTP server connects application with the background blockchain network. For applications, Express, 2 i.g., a minimal and flexible Node.js web application framework is used to implement basic HTTP server functions and provide a series of RESTful APIs. For blockchain network, the server needs to interact with several parts via supported SDKs. Firstly, the server has to access the Fabric CA as a client in order to enroll the administrator identity and set user context. Secondly, by using APIs provided by Fabric SDK, the server is able to invoke specific SC on target channel by assigning unique channel ID and function arguments to requests, aiming to query and update ledger on specified peers. The specific user context set by server previously can be used to sign all the requests invoked by APIs. Furthermore, all the data retrieved from ledger can be returned to applications in JSON format. Thus, the procedures of our HTTP server can be summarized as follows, i.e.
• Step 1: Using Fabric CA SDK to enroll the admin identity.
• Step 2: Starting the HTTP server to listen a specific port and receive requests from applications.
• Step 3: According to the diverse parameters of requests, using Fabric SDK to invoke target SC to do some query or update operations.
• Step 4: Returning data to applications in JSON format.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance of HyperETS is evaluated by analyzing the system throughput of HTTP requests. A series of experiments are performed on a aliyun cloud server with four Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8163 CPU @2.5GHz processors and 8 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04(64 bit). The throughput of HyperETS is evaluated by Requests Per Second (RPS), the rate at which requests are completely processed. We use Locust, 3 an open source load testing framework to evaluate the system throughput over increasing request arrival rates. Two specific HTTP interfaces are chosen to execute query and create operations on peers, respectively.
A. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT OF QUERY OPERATION rate reaches about 300 RPS. Then, the throughput increases slowly and the median response time rises rapidly before it reach the saturation point at about 340 RPS. After the saturation point, higher arrival rates may cause the lower throughput due to the server bottleneck.
B. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT OF CREATE OPERATION
Compared with query operations, create ones are more complicated and time consuming due to the consensus mechanism. The throughput of system is affected by the configuration of ordering service. Hyperledger Fabric provides several strategies to cut blocks, e.g., cut by message count and block size. Extensive experiments have been conducted to analyze the impact of different parameters on throughput with the solo consensus protocol. Some of the important experimental parameters are listed in Table 2 . When adjusting the message count for analyzing, we set a large value for block size so it doesn't affect the experiments and vice versa. Fig.6 shows the experimental results. Fig.6 (a) plots the throughput curve over different message count. It indicates that with the increasing of message count in a single block, the stable point of system throughput increases rapidly at first. But when message count reaches 5, the system throughput seems to reach a saturation point at about 200 RPS. So we can draw the conclusion that before message count reaches the critical point, the bottleneck of our system is the ordering service. Fig.6(b) shows how block size affects the system throughput. In general, the impact of block size on throughput is the same as message count. After the block size exceeds 16k, continue to increase size can't improve the performance anymore. Moreover, it can see that the highest throughput of HyperETS is about 200 RPS. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed HyperETS: a emission trading system based on permissioned blockchain to solve the defects of existing centralized systems. We have presented the design and implementation of this system in detail, especially the ledger and smart contract. Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the system performance. Those experiments analyze the system throughput of HTTP requests with different type of operations and different parameters of configuration. The results indicate that the throughput of query operations can reach 340 RPS while create operations only reach around 200 RPS due to the underlying consensus mechanism. As for the configuration, setting the appropriate parameters for ordering service has a great influence on system performance and the specific value depends on the real business logic. 
